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Leny Woods Historic Woodland Assessment: Summary   
 
Leny Woods have provided a fascinating site for Historic Woodland Assessment. The combined 
evidence from the walkover assessment, the tree-forms, dendrochronology, historic maps and 
documentary record reveals a semi-natural oak-dominated woodland which has been managed 
through the 18th and 19th centuries as productive coppice, on an approximately 20 year rotation, 
usually across three haggs (sub-divisions). Tanbark is a key product of the woods throughout 
that period, destined for the tanneries and shoemakers of the central belt. The written records 
indicate charcoal making was most important in the second half of the 18th century, including a 
short period of lease of the woods to the Carron Company, ironmasters in Falkirk, and it is in 
that period that it seems most likely that the large charcoal platforms were created and in use. 
At other times, poles would be the main coppice product besides tanbark. The 
dendrochronological evidence identifies the early 1890s as the timing of the very last oak 
coppicing episode with a consequent phase of singling the coppice stools in the very start of the 
20th century, marking the shift away from coppice to a timber producing objective. There is also 
tree-ring evidence for plantation of pine stands in the 1880s and the 1950s, while the maps and 
written records show new plantation to be a wider development of the later 18th century 
onwards with a range of non-native conifers and beech being especially evident.  
 
In the 18th and early 19th centuries, the coppice management co-exists with traditional tenants’ 
rights of grazing in the woods, but we see these being phased out in the early 19th century, 
alongside the loss of other grazing land to plantations. The coming of the railway to Callander in 
the mid 19th century brings new opportunities for selling timber and a local demand for building 
materials which Leny Estate helps to supply.  In the 20th century, WWI felling occurred but must 
have been limited for so much of the old oak wood and the early plantations to survive. The 
biggest single change in the 20th century was the purchase of Leny Woods by the Forestry 
Commission in 1954. Subsequent planting and harvesting have left their traces on the wood, but 
the early 21st century harvesting operation was undertaken sensitively with minimal impact on 
the archaeology.  
 
Now one of the most significant challenges will be to address the abundant non-native tree 
regeneration spreading across the site and the impact of young trees establishing themselves 
on some archaeological sites.  The location at the scenic Pass of Leny, within the National Park, 
and the proximity to Callander offer potential to present the story of the Trossachs’ working 
oakwoods to visitors. Potential useful developments could be a better path network and some 
interpretation materials on site. The degree of local interest in Leny Woods was demonstrated 
in the levels of participation with the project’s community archaeology and woodland heritage 
programme and this should clearly be fostered too. 
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Introduction   
Northlight Heritage invited Dendrochronicle to provide an Historic Woodland Assessment, with 
related public elements, to the Callander’s Landscape community archaeology project at Leny 
Woods near Kilmahog by Callander.  Leny Woods are owned by Forestry and Land Scotland (formerly 
known as Forestry Commission Scotland). Before coming into Forestry Commission ownership in 
1954, they formed part of the Leny Estate.  
 
Oak is the most widespread woodland cover here, with smaller stands of other tree species, some 
native species, but mostly planted conifers and beech. The character of the largely Ancient Semi-
Natural Wood (ASNW) was first described by Peter Quelch on an FC native woodland advisory visit 
in the Year 2000 (see App 1). The woods are rich in archaeological remains as previously recognised 
in an archaeological survey by ACFA (Wilson 2002) and these are being investigated further by the 
current community archaeology project led by Northlight Heritage. In 2019, Dendrochronicle has 
undertaken historic woodland assessment (HWA) work, targeted tree coring for 
dendrochronological ageing purposes as well as a public guided woodland heritage walk at Leny 
Woods. In this report, the HWA and tree-ageing results are considered in the light of historic map 
evidence researched for this project and also in the context of documentary research undertaken 
by Morag Cross (2019). 
 

 
Illus 2  View of Leny Woods from the car park (PQ photo 1) 

 
 

Assessment walkover 

The historic woodland assessment walkover was undertaken on 14th and 15th March 2019 by Peter 
Quelch and Coralie Mills. These observations are drawn from Peter Quelch’s diary report for this 
fieldwork.  
 
Overview of Leny Woods 

PQ has inspected these woodlands before, on 20.7.2000 while native woodland adviser for the FC 
in Scotland, along with Pat Wilson and Lorna Main, local and county archaeologists respectively, and 
local FC staff. That report is included verbatim as Appendix 1 as it is still relevant even after timber 
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harvesting has been carried out. The main gist of the advice was to assist the archaeologists while 
they were carrying out a survey of the woodland archaeology features, and to give advice to the 
foresters on management of the semi-natural oakwoods. Even at the time of that visit and the 
ongoing survey, roading was being proposed for a major timber harvesting episode for the 
woodlands, although the actual roadlines created (c 2003) are not the same as those planned in 
outline at the time of PQ’s visit. John Hair of Forest Enterprise’s letter of 15.11.02 to Lorna Main 
(contained in the scan of the ACFA report on the WoSAS SMR) summarises the agreed actions, and 
in fact only one site, Platform 8, seems to have been destroyed, by agreement, and following 
excavation and examination. 

Thank goodness for the changes made, since the original planned forest road route (for which PQ 
still has the map) would have destroyed the old pony path and a strong grouping of monuments in 
the Tom Beithe area west of the carpark, and the settings for many more. In fact, it is very pleasing 
to note in retrospect that PQ’s advisory visit and the subsequent planning of the operational detail 
between the forest office and the archaeologists resulted in modest forwarder tracks being planned 
instead of permanent forest roads, which avoided most of the important monuments and have left 
little lasting damage.   

All of the archaeological features were tagged with strong engraved aluminium discs on oak posts 
at the time of the survey, and a large proportion of these labels have survived and are a very useful 
aid to finding the sites in the regenerating woodlands, which are not all easy of access! There is 
currently no interpretation of the archaeology for the public, and hopefully the current community 
archaeology project will be able to address this.  

Use of the previous woodland recreation facilities was of course affected by the operations, and it 
is noticeable that current facilities are minimal and below the usual FC standards while the site 
recovers from the disruptive harvesting phase. Basically, there is just one small central carpark off 
the public road with some informal paths including the old pony track and also some of the 
harvesting tracks, though they are not waymarked.  

Substantial stands of mature trees were left after the harvesting operation as they were more or 
less inaccessible to the new track system, for example the large stand of tall straight un-thinned 
larch between Tom Bheithe (Hill of the Birch) and the public road, also blocks of tall spruce and pine 
trees around the perimeter mostly on inaccessible knolls as at Meall nan Saighdear (Hill of the 
Soldier). These often have the advantage of having maintained an enhanced mixed woodland 
landscape, as most of them can be seen from the main public access point (Illus 3). However, these 
stands composed of a wide mix of both non-native conifers and broadleaved trees (especially beech) 
are acting as seed sources for regeneration of these species which will result in very mixed stands 
rather than enhanced semi-natural native woodlands. At least rhododendron is not a problem here 
– we didn’t see any during this visit.  
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Illus 3  Blocks of planted conifer stand out against the bare deciduous trees at Leny Woods in March 
2019 (PQ Photo 4). 
 
This issue of the whole site rapidly developing into a mixed species woodland may or may not be 
a problem to the forest managers, and no doubt the Aberfoyle district foresters must face this 
dilemma frequently. What the forest managers do about it will depend very much on the balance 
of interests between operational, recreational, landscape, nature conservation and heritage 
aspects, not to mention monetary constraints. However, this site being directly above the Leny 
Falls must be seen as a prime location within the National Park and no doubt will attract priority 
funding for improvement works in due course.  
 
Site inspection and comments on particular features 

This section is based on short exploratory walks on the first day, and a longer anticlockwise circular 
tour on the second day, with summaries given below for each main part of the woodlands 
encountered. Since the main identifiable landmarks are the numbered archaeology features 
themselves, it is best to base the descriptions around notable groupings of those features. By 
contrast the woodland stand types including the oak-woods vary greatly over the whole site in 
quite a mosaic, the detailed mapping of which would be a difficult task requiring skilled woodland 
surveyors, aerial photos etc, and no doubt the FC will create such a map at their next crop survey. 
 
Platforms in the oak and beech woods just above the carpark 
Since a very high proportion of the 79 identified archaeological features in the ACFA survey are of 
level platforms of various types, and considering that many of the otherwise excellent metal labels 
have not survived the nearly 20 years since being installed, the visit becomes an energetic search 
for these platforms over rough and often steep terrain overlain by deep piles of brash and fallen 
trees, and with young tree cover, brambles and broom very quickly developing into a thicket.  
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Illus 4  Platform 47 (PQ photo 12) 

 

This makes the oakwood stands the easiest to visit as under their canopy there has been much less 
change since the harvesting of the block. However, the closer they are to the carpark the less the 
labels have survived. So, the group of platforms numbers 16, 18, 20, 24 under oak and beech trees 
just above the carpark are fairly obvious and mostly undisturbed, but with the closest ones being 
used as barbecue fire sites.  

PQ climbed up to find Site 47 which is a magnificent revetted platform (Illus 4), with the forwarder 
track nicely avoiding it as planned in the FC letter of 15.11.02. However there appeared to be no 
other platforms on the slope itself. This is not unusual as a steep oakwood which has been worked 
in the past for charcoal and tanbark often has two or three sets of charcoal hearths at high, mid and 
low levels. Oak coppice is felled and de-barked, then dragged by person or pony to either the nearest 
or the next lower hearth for charcoaling later, depending on the terrain. 

However, Site 15 a little to the east is a much larger platform, not recessed or revetted, and with a 
circumference of stones, which looks very similar to the iron-aged roundhouse at Taynish wood, 
Tayvallich, Argyll where PQ is researching the wooded landscape history. This feature is sited under 
maturing beech trees, probably planted by the FC in the 1950s when there was a beech planting 
fashion in many Scottish oakwoods. Now they are seen as a non-native intrusion, and apart from 
the heavy shade they cast which suppresses typical oakwood ground flora, these beeches pose quite 
a threat to this special monument through their rooting system, and even more so if they were to 
blow over.  
 
Platforms in oak and beech woods west of the carpark 
A forwarder timber extraction track was constructed heading uphill northwest of the carpark area 
and cuts just north of the two Platforms 22 and 23 and below Platform 24 so all three therefore 
survived. The track itself is now heavily regenerated with alder and other trees and is almost 
impassable. However, that does not matter as the much more interesting old pony track runs 
parallel just to its south. This pony track is not very wide but carefully built and closely passes a string 
of Platforms 22- 28, and rises onto a fairly level plateau with a group of other archaeological features 
namely Sites 29-39.  Being level ground with commanding views over the pass and the falls it would 
have been a good location for a settlement. Some of the platforms appear to be classic charcoaling 
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hearths, and the circular recessed Platform 39 at the western end of this group is especially 
noteworthy (Illus 5). We followed the narrow path beyond Site 39 for some way but time ran out 
and so we returned to the carpark on Thursday evening. 
 

 

Illus 5  Platform 39 (PQ photo 11) 

Mostly these sites were located in open oak woodland, but there are noticeable groups of silver fir 
and other conifer stands left within these woodlands 

Platforms on open felled land in the eastern half of Leny Wood 
A little east of Platform 15 lie several less impressive platforms mainly in felled woodland close to 
some attractive pine clumps left standing on morainic knolls. Platform 11 on a heathery knoll is not 
immediately obvious, but it does have a label and is in good condition though the heather has grown 
strongly on these knolls and masks the topographic and archaeological features. A more serious 
threat are the young birch trees seeded onto this platform which will in time pose a threat of root 
damage to the archaeology, and probably should be cut and stump treated urgently to prevent 
regrowth, both on this site and any others where this threat is perceived (Illus 6). 
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Illus 6  Heather and birch on Platform 12 (PQ photo 24) 

We didn’t find Sites 7 or 8, but as noted above, Site 8 seemed to be the only one sacrificed to building 
the extraction track. A narrow path under quite dense mixed regrowth leads to the fascinating bank 
and ditch (Features 6 and 4) on the SW boundary of Achadh an Easbuig (the Bishop’s field) and a 
platform just outside the field at Site 5 which has a pronounced pit, and an oak pollard close by. It 
was hard to imagine this historic field, as pine and larch had been planted right through it by the 
previous estate owners, with no thinning or harvesting of the timber since.  

Remarkably there were huge wood ant nests scattered along the edge of the woodland (Illus 1; Illus 
7), usually interpreted as a sign of great naturalness and woodland antiquity. The fencing here cuts 
through the woodland and the old field boundary as only some of it seems to be on FC owned land 
– our maps did not cover the tracks nor the boundary fences and walls very clearly, and a good 
modern base map would be a great tool for any future investigations. 
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Illus 7  The old bank and ditch with a wood ant nest at Achadh an Easbuig, Site 6. (PQ photo 31). 

Following the old boundary wall northwards leads to an interesting dogleg at a stone setting (Site 3) 
beside a lone old birch within the adjacent field (possibly a pollard – mentioned in the Quelch 2000 
report - see Appendix 1). The first edition OS map surveyed in 1862 (even clearer on the 25inch 
sheet of the same survey date) shows the wall south of this point as a straight line, but terminating 
here. In fact, an older curvy bank visible in the field to the east crosses under the new improvement 
period wall at this point, and runs NW for a short way as ACFA survey Feature 1 to join with the 
burnside. The rest of the legal boundary north of Site 3 running up to Bealach Gaoithe (Pass of the 
Wind) is a fence with quite a lot of ironwork in it and that newer woodland boundary is shown on 
the second edition OS map surveyed in 1899.  

There are several other changes between the first and second edition OS map surveys over the mid 
to late Victorian era 1862-99, a period of less than 40 years. In 1862 the Leny woods were still semi-
natural with no conifer planting visible on the map. During the late 19th century the iron fence was 
erected to enclose the NE and whole northern boundaries of the wood (though we did not see the 
boundary fence much north of Site 3, so this is an assumption), whereas previously the woods had 
been protected from livestock on the east side only. The conifers west of the wall in the Achadh an 
Easbuig have been planted and also some other conifers near the public road in groups. So, any old 
pine, European larch and probably Norway spruce now visible have probably been planted in this 
period. The 25inch to the mile sheets are illuminating around the Bishop’s field, with clear symbols 
for planted conifers, but being based mainly on urban areas (ie Callander town) sheets at this scale 
do not cover the west side of the wood. 

We followed the old bank and ditch Site 1 across the burn and with difficulty clambered through 
dense undergrowth to reach the top of the forwarder track. From there we walked easily into open 
oakwoods and found Platform 42 which is in a spectacular setting below the Bealach Gaoithe. We 
did not search for Site 43 but returned down the track to its fork with the main upper track.  
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Here in this fork, situated in open woodlands of a different nature to the usual oak ex-coppice, is a 
most remarkable platform (Feature 40) with a very high revetment wall made of quite massive 
stones. Though it may well have been used by charcoal burners this does not look like a typical 
charcoal platform. Interestingly the change in woodland species and structure beside it, with some 
pollards and large old alders makes it seem more like an old dwelling site, though not like anything 
the authors are familiar with.  

 

Illus 8  High revetment wall of platform 40 (PQ photo 82) 

Site 41 is arrowed off to the east of this platform on our survey map, and this is a bloomery which 
seems to have been down by the burn in a steep sided valley which is now fairly over-grown, so we 
did not look for this feature. Instead we continued westwards above and beyond Platform 47 
(described above), along the upper forwarder track to its end beside a peaty raised bog area listed 
as Site 49, as it could be a source of pollen analysis samples.  

Group of platform and other features below Meall an Saighdear 
Immediately north of the small raised bog area is a group of platforms all within the sloping oakwood 
rising up towards the upper boundary of the woodland, but below the crags of Meall nan Saighdear 
(Hill of the Soldier), which have a fringe of tall pine and spruce. The raised bog is at the highest point 
of a wide open valley called Coire nan Eun (Corrie of the Bird). It was planned to build a forwarder 
track along the length of the coire to the foot of Tom Bheithe (Hill of the Birch), but in fact the track 
coming from the eastern woods stopped at the bog and there is no clear path from there down to 
the Tom Bheithe area, and few archaeological features either in the coire (Sites 75 and 76 are 
surveyed but we did not see them on the ground). 

The group of features in the oakwood however were remarkable in that they were gathered around 
a definite shieling ruin, Feature 66. Platform 65 is in good condition too, and this lies directly below 
the route up to what is likely to have been an old drovers’ pass, the Bealach nam Biodag, named 
after a dirk or dagger. Close to the woodland boundary on high ground beside this pass lie a number 
of shielings, Sites 44, 45, 78, 59, 60 and 61 but we did not attempt to visit these. Clearly this pass 
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over the hills was once an important route, not only to the shielings but beyond to the estate further 
north, especially before the military road was constructed through the pass of Leny.  

 

 

Illus 9  View of the oakwoods below Bealach nam Biodag with the lower shieling Site 66 at low left, 
and from it the old pony track gently ascending to the bealach is visible in this photo (PQ photo 
93) 

While examining the oaks growing on top of huge moss-covered rocks just above Platform 65 it 
became clear that a constructed pony path led across the slope from the Shieling 66 to a point above 
these rocks from where it would be easier to reach the upper shielings and the bealach itself (Illus 
9). This path was not noted on the ACFA archaeological survey although a straight stone alignment 
is recorded as Feature 67 but we did not notice this. Several oak trees were growing in a way that 
respected this old path, in particular one old scrogg oak (standing but now dead) which had been 
heavily pruned to allow the path to run close under it. There were many other rock shelters, scoops 
and platforms in the group of Sites 68-74, indicating perhaps a small settlement here close to the 
lower shieling. 

Group of features at Tom Bheithe and in the Pass of Leny 
We returned by walking down the path-less Coire nan Eun (Corrie of the Bird) to the Tom Bheithe 
hill (Hill of the Birch), where on the last visit PQ had seen several woodland archaeology features 
and worked trees. However, it was by now late, and the path back to the carpark just above the 
public road was not so easy to traverse. The path begins at Platform 50 which is at the bottom of an 
open ride through the standing larch crop described above. As we walked eastwards there followed 
a succession of small scoops and sometimes larger platforms, perhaps even more features than the 
survey listed as Sites 50-58. Above these features are sizeable stands of large conifers as well as 
semi-natural oakwoods, with western red cedar, silver firs etc. As noted further back, these are 
impressive amenity trees, yet also posing threats as they gradually decline and fall, and set seed. 
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Tree ageing by dendrochronology 

Four living trees were sampled, using a Swedish increment corer, on 24th March 2019 and a further 
two on 16th May 2019, and analysed in June/July 2019 by Coralie Mills.  The sampled trees are shown 
in Illus 10 and the sample details, including the ageing results, are given in Table 1.  
 

   

   
Illus 10  Clockwise from top left: stand of young pine including LNY01; mature pine including LNY02 
at RHS and wood ants nest in bottom left of photo; coppiced oak LNY03 RHS foreground; singled 
oak LNY04; coppard oak LNY05; maiden oak LNY06. 

 
The first two core samples, LNY01 and LNY02, were from tall straight single-stemmed pine trees in 
two different stands of planted Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) as shown in Illus 10.  The first one, LNY01, 
undertaken as a demonstration core, was from a young pine tree on a small knoll just below the 
machine-made track, not far from the car park. The second core, LNY02 was from a tree in the stand 
of mature pine near ACFA Site 6 and the wood ants nest we visited earlier that day on the guided 
walk. The two oak trees sampled both showed characteristics of Sessile Oak (Quercus petraea). They 
were 15 m apart from each other within the large stand of oak above the upper part of the main 
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machine-made track, just west of Platform 40. LNY03 was from one stem of a three-stemmed 
overgrown coppice oak while LNY04 was from a single stem oak tree (Illus 10), the base of which 
was assymetric and so this stem had probably been singled from former coppice. The two oaks 
sampled on 16th May 2019 were from the same stand as LNY03 and LNY04, just to their east. Oak 
sample LNY05 came from an oak of unusual ‘coppard’ form (a low-cut pollard) beside ACFA Site 40. 
Oak sample LNY06 came from an oak of convincing maiden (and not singled) form, a little higher up 
the slope above ACFA Site 40 (Illus 10). 
 
Table 1  Key attributes of Leny living tree cores - sampled in March (LNY01-04) and May (LNY05 & 
06) of 2019 

Sample / 
species 

 
NGR: 
 
NN 

Sample 
height 
(m) 

Girth at 
1.3m 
height 
(m) 

Number of 
measured 
rings 

Central ring 
present & 
measured? 
If No, est 
Pith Offset 

Measured 
to bark 
edge? 

Dendro-dated 
measured ring 
span (AD) 

Estimated 
stem origin 
date (allowing 
for any PO and 
sample height) 

LNY01 
Pinus 
sylvestris 

59594 
09126 

1.3 0.99 57 Yes Yes 1962-2018 c.1949 

LNY02 
Pinus 
sylvestris 

59842 
09254 

1.0 2.32 116 No (PO-10) Yes 1903-2018 c.1883 

LNY03 
Quercus 
petraea - 
1 of 3 
coppice 
stems 

59570 
09261 

1.0 1.29 107 No (PO-10) Yes 1912-2018 c.1892 

LNY04 
Quercus 
petraea - 
singled 

59566 
09273 

1.0 1.55 99 No (PO-8) Yes 1920-2018 c.1902 

LNY05  
Quercus 
petraea - 
coppard 

59600 
09282 

1.0 2.71 95 No (PO-9) 
Yes -
partial ring 
under bark 

1924-2018 c.1905 

LNY06  
Quercus 
petraea - 
maiden 

59604 
09339 

1.0 1.89 113 No (PO-3) 
Yes – 
partial ring 
under bark 

1906-2018 c.1893 

 
In Table 1, key attributes of the core samples are given, including the calendar dated span of the 
measured ring sequences. These are more than basic ring counts, the tree ring width sequences 
were measured and compared against reference data, and each other, using the DENDRO 
programme suite (Tyers 1999) and following the English Heritage Dendrochronology Guidelines 
(1999). This approach improved the accuracy of the ring counts by revealing and resolving 
problematic parts of the sequences, for example where very narrow rings or, in the case of LNY02, 
where a missing ring occurred. The resulting dendro-dated ring spans were then adjusted to allow 
for any missing central rings from the core (using the Pith Offset estimate or PO) and for the 
estimated number of years it would have taken the young sapling tree to reach sampling height 
after germinating: the estimate used is very approximate at 1 year for every 10 cm of height gained, 
or 10 years to reach 1m height, the height most of the core samples were taken.  Actual vertical 
growth rates are hugely varied depending on whether the sapling was raised in a nursery, where the 
rates could be faster, or whether growing out in a wood experiencing grazing damage or other 
negative influences on growth, such as competition or shading, where they could be considerably 
slower.  The results of the dendrochronological work are considered below. 
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Dendrochronology results and interpretation 
Given that forestry saplings would usually be planted out at about three years of age, the results 
(Table 1) indicate that the young stand of Scots pine from which sample LNY01 was taken was 
probably planted in the early 1950s, around the time that the Forestry Commission took ownership 
of the woods. It is likely that other youngish stands of planted species at Leny Woods originate in 
that period.  The more mature stand of pine represented by LNY02 was probably planted in the 
1880s, which ties in well with historic map evidence for planting on the estate between the dates of 
the first and second edition Ordnance Survey maps (see below). 
 
The results for the oak cores indicate that the three-stemmed overgrown coppiced tree from which 
LNY03 was taken was last coppiced around the early 1890s. Surviving multi-stem coppiced trees are 
rare now in this section of the wood, and single-stem oaks, many of them apparently deliberately 
singled from former coppice, are most common. The singled LNY04 oak stem, typical of these 
transformed oaks, originated around 1902 and could represent a follow-up phase of oak 
management after the coppicing phase of the early 1890s. The oak LNY05, near ACFA Site 40, was 
probably also singled at this time, given that the age is for the main stem, and was cut over at low 
pollard height sometime after that. Interestingly, the oak maiden represented by LNY06 also dates 
to the early 1890s and could either have been planted then or may have naturally regenerated when 
grazing was excluded by temporarily fencing in the coppicing hagg as was the practice of the time.  
 
Taken together, the dendrochronological and tree form evidence indicates the last coppicing in this 
oak stand was in the early 1890s, possibly accompanied by some enrichment planting or 
regeneration, and with follow-up management work in the early 1900s. It was probably then that 
many of the coppice stools were singled. The conversion from coppice to predominantly singled 
stem oak signals a shift in management objectives in the early 20th century, away from coppice 
products and towards production of timber.  

 

Documentary evidence: Historic maps 

A sequence of historic maps for the study area was examined, most of them on the National Library 
of Scotland website. A list of the key maps consulted are given below, running from earliest to latest, 
and extracts of most of these maps are available in Appendix 2.  
 

• Caulfield, 1728 - Sketch of the proposed Roads from Callander and Loch Tay to Fort William 
and Appin (does not reproduce well, available NLS at https://maps.nls.uk/military/rec/16 ) 

• Roy, military survey 1746-55  

• Stobie, Perthshire and Clackmannanshire 1783  

• John Thomson, Atlas of Scotland, survey 1827, pub 1832 

• Joshua Bailey, 1843, Map of the Estate of Leny – NRS RHP1442/1 /2 – southern part including 
‘Wood of Leny’. 

• OS 1st Ed 6 inch (and 25 inch) survey 1862, pub 1866  

• OS 2nd Ed 6 inch (and 25 inch) revised 1899 pub 1901  
 
In 1728, Major Caulfield was preparing to upgrade roads across the Highlands including Callander to 
Fort William. His sketch map of the route has notes which show that there was a good cart road 
from Stirling to Callander and Kilmahog, and that there was an existing road beyond, alongside Loch 
Lubnaig, which required upgrading and modification. This is relevant with respect to there being 

https://maps.nls.uk/military/rec/16
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already an extant route which could be used for transporting coppice and other forestry products 
from Leny overland. The wood beside the road is mentioned but no detail given. 
 
Roy’s Military Survey (Illus 10) shows extensive unenclosed woodland either side of the river at the 
Pass of Leny including across our study area, and further unenclosed woods to the east around Leny 
house.  Stobie’s county map of 1783 shows a similar situation. Some 50 years later, Thomson’s atlas 
shows rather less detail, and omits any woods on the north side of the ‘Pass of Lennie’. Given the 
presence of the ‘Wood of Leny’ on the next available map, Joshua Bailey’s estate map of 1843, we 
can view Thomson’s lack of woodland there as likely to be an omission rather than actual temporary 
loss of the wood. A close-up examination of the ‘Wood of Leny’ on the Bailey estate map shows the 
tree symbols to be indicative of broadleaf rather than conifer cover, and in all likelihood a 
predominantly oak woodland is represented. The footprint of the wood is irregular although the 
edges of the wood are well defined, and it is not necessarily the case that the wood was enclosed 
by this date; part of Bailey’s surveying task was to establish the area covered by each field or other 
land-use block within the estate and so he had to define edges whether or not they were fenced. 
 
As mentioned above, the first and second edition OS maps at 6 inch and 25 inch scales, give much 
greater detail on the enclosure of the wood. At the time of the first edition, surveyed in 1862, only 
the eastern edge of the wood is enclosed but when the second edition was surveyed in 1899 the 
wood is shown as entirely enclosed.  One other significant change is in the increased woodland cover 
extending the east side of the wood, with new plantations occurring in old fields including Achadh 
an Easbuig (The Bishop’s Field). Close examination of the second edition OS mapping, especially on 
the 25 inch version, shows that much of this new planting is of conifers, including in the Achadh an 
Easbuig. This ties in very well with the dendrochronological evidence where an origin in the 1880s 
is indicated for the mature Scots pine stand represented by sample LNY02. There are still extensive 
areas of deciduous tree symbols in the body of the wood on the second edition OS mapping, and 
the tree-ring evidence from oak samples indicates the likely last coppice management episode for 
the main central oak stand in the early 1890s or thereabouts, with further management input to 
single most of the coppiced oaks in the early 1900s. The survival of these oaks until now indicates 
that this central stand of oak, at least, has been allowed to grow on since then. 
 

Documentary evidence: Written records 

This section is summarised from the documentary research undertaken for this project by Morag 
Cross (2019) which provides excellent detail regarding the history of Leny Wood as well as providing 
great insights into the history of Leny Estate and to the wider history of working oak woods and 
related industries in this region of Scotland. The focus here is on making a summary of the 
information for the Wood of Leny specifically. 
 
For most of its known history, specifically from the late 14th century, the lands of Leny belonged to 
the Buchanan family and remain in their ownership apart from a brief period of forfeiture in the 18th 
century. Some neighbouring estates, including Arnprior, were also in their possession. The laird at 
the time of the 1745 uprising, Francis Buchanan, was a Jacobite who was found guilty of treason and 
executed at Carlisle in 1746. The Leny Estate was forfeit along with his other possessions until 1751 
when his wife (and cousin) Elizabeth Buchanan, Lady Leny, successfully argued in court that the Leny 
estate was hers in her own right and (unusually for the time) not her husband’s. She had inherited 
it from her brother in 1740. Thereafter the Buchanan ownership of Leny Estate continued 
throughout the 19th century, with heirs whose principal seat was usually Bardowie, and albeit with 
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a period when it was held in trusteeship in the 1830s for the young laird John Buchanan Hamilton 
who had not yet reached his majority. He married in 1845 and thereafter much improvement activity 
was seen in the Leny Estate. The Buchanan family retained the Leny Estate into the 20th century, 
and the inheritance record is not followed after the mid 20th century. Most of the Wood of Leny was 
acquired by the Forestry Commission in 1954. Some of the eastern edge of the wood, where it is 
largely conifer plantation, remain with the Leny Estate, beyond the easterly boundary dyke or fence. 
 
The records researched by Morag Cross (2019) for Leny Wood clearly illustrate it to be a working 
wood and a financial asset to the estate in the 18th and 19th centuries. Principally the records relate 
to the management and use of the oak wood as a coppice producing tanbark and timber for much 
of the documented period, and charcoal for a more limited part of that period. The history before 
the 18th century is sketchy, but the earlier origins of the wood is likely to be as oak-rich semi-natural 
woodland. The cored oaks at Leny most closely resembled Quercus petraea (sessile oak) which 
makes a natural origin more likely than if they had been Q. robur which is more often planted. 
 
18th century records 
The earliest identified record for the commercial use of the Wood of Leny is a contract of 1734, 
although very likely this is not the first such transaction, and the arrangements are likely to represent 
what has gone before as well as influencing future such contracts. John and Robert Graham of 
Blaircessnock (which is at Port of Menteith) buy seven years’ cutting of Leny Woods. This father and 
son seem to have been timber merchants. Their Leny tack mentions timber and bark, but not 
charcoal, and the destination of the products is unknown. This tack is fairly early compared to the 
great surge in Highland ironworks developments which led to the massive demand for charcoal as 
fuel from the mid-18th century, although there was a short-lived ironworks nearby in Achray which 
may have continued into the 1730s (Cross 2019).  
 
The Leny tack of 1734 defines the location of the haggs (sub-sections of the wood) to be worked and 
access points to be used in relation to the road through the Pass of Leny; this is important logistically, 
because this contract pre-dates the military improvement of the road planned in 1728 (per 
Caulfield’s sketch map, see above) but not undertaken until 1749.  In 1728 there was a cart road 
through Callander as far as Kilmahog and then a rougher road to the Highlands beyond before the 
military upgrade of the road was made, and this road must have been sufficient for movement of 
the coppice woodland products from the 1734 tack, there being ready markets for them in the 
central belt, with Linlithgow (a centre for shoemaking), Stirling and Glasgow being important for 
tanneries and leather working and thus hungry for tanbark. The timber could have gone partly to 
cooperage for whisky, as Peter Buchanan of Spittal, a relative of laird Colin Buchanan of Leny, was a 
distiller in the 1730s (NRS, GD161/21/1, p8). The contract does not specify charcoal, so perhaps 
there was none produced under this agreement. 
 
Based on extracts of the contract in Morag Cross’ report (2019), the Grahams have the right to cut 
and take away the whole of the purchased growing timber, bark and bough, to sell, use and dispose 
of same, with unrestricted access for cutting and removing wood and bark, for 8 years, beginning 
cutting of oak each year between 1 May (from 1734) and ending yearly on 3 July. 
 
The Grahams must begin their first hag or year’s cutting of the principal oaks below the high road, 
which grow through the wood down to the waterside, as the principal wood goes. Then they are to 
begin at the west end of the road, and cut directly (as nearly as possible) in a straight line. This line 
goes from the road to the head of the wood, until they reach the wood’s east end.  
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John and Robert Graham ‘being allowed to cutt before the ax, in each hagg, what baron timber they 
think proper’, cutting the oak as above. The ‘baron timber’ is more usually stated as ‘barren timber’ 
and means the less valuable non-oak native species, like birch and alder, for example. This is 
important because often estate tenants have traditional rights to use the barren timber, but here 
we see this being sold to merchants alongside the oak. Near Candlemas [2 Feb] immediately after 
the cutting of each separate hag, John and Robert must remove, and clean from stock, all the cut 
timber lying on the ground. If any cut timber is found lying at the stock after 2 Feb, it shall belong to 
Colin Buchanan.  The stock is the cut base or stool of the coppice. 
 
Likewise, the Grahams shall leave ‘1,000 maiden or young spare oak trees at proportional distances 
of the grossness of 8 inches round and six quarters high from the stock at least’, but they are not to 
be left in a stock. If the woods’ future growth would be impaired by losing this number, height and 
dimension of trees, the forester (who will mark them yearly before cutting) must judge how many 
the woods can afford to lose. This section relates to the requirement for the Grahams to leave 
maiden (single stemmed) oaks untouched in the wood, usually done to provide tall straight timber 
trees in the longer term and to provide seed (acorn) source. The mention of ‘the forester’ is 
important because he would oversee the contract and in later times the estate does not have one. 
 
The purchasers must leave enough paled oak wood to sufficiently fence each year’s cutting. They 
should begin the first fencing along the lower side of the road, and there from a leggate (self-closing 
swing gate) at the West end of the highway to the head of the wood and so on. Annually to leave 
enough paled oak as will fence each hagg from leggate to leggate, at the roadside up to the head of 
the wood, until all the principal oak is cut and fenced.  This stipulation regarding paling is crucial to 
successful coppice management; grazing animals must be excluded from the coppice stools in each 
hagg for several years after cutting to prevent irreversible damage to the regrowth. 
 
John and Robert Graham shall pay Colin Buchanan 20,000 merks Scots by equal proportions at 8 
yearly terms, viz the first installment of 2,500 merks at Whitsun [15 May] 1735, with a fifth as penalty 
in case of failure; thence 2,500 merks Scots at Whitsun yearly. 
 
John and Robert Graham must cut the whole wood and leave the ‘stock, stools thereof sufficiently 
and faithfully cutt and dight [by] 2nd of February [Candlemas] next … immediately after each cutting 
… [any] damage in wrong cutting … is to be determined by men of skill’. The stock is the cut base or 
stool of the coppice, which has to be cut in a certain way to prevent rot and encourage re-growth. 
 
It is known that the Grahams of Blaircessnock successfully completed and paid in full for the lease 
of the growing woods, and annual cutting, of Leny Woods in 1740 based on the discharge by Francis 
Buchanan of Arnprior, who has (mistakenly) assumed the administration of Leny on behalf of his 
wife, Elizabeth, the proprietrix. As we know, Francis was executed as a Jacobite in 1746, his estates 
forfeit, until Elizabeth successfully reclaimed Leny, her own property, in 1751. 
 
The next recorded wood contract is in December 1759, at about the expected twenty year interval 
since the previous tack finished. This is where the newly formed Carron Company, ironmasters at 
Falkirk, and their needs for huge quantities of charcoal as fuel for their furnace and forge, come into 
the picture at Leny. The Carron Company sought out many potential charcoal suppliers, including 
contracting with Leny’s proprietrix, Elizabeth Buchanan, to cut and charcoal her woods from 1760 
until at least 1763. The first works manager of the Carron Company, William Cadell Junior, notes the 
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expected yield from Leny to be 6000 cords of charcoal (presumably per annum), the same as the 
amount being obtained from the Duke of Hamilton’s oak woods (the old oaks at Cadzow, many of 
which still survive today, are dismissed for potential purchase thankfully). However, that was before 
he saw the woods in person, and later that March, 1760, he notes 
 
 ‘I went on Monday last to Lenywood & sett 1 man & 2 labourers to work there, the hagg or division 
to cutt this year is but small, the whole extent of this wood does not exceed 400 acres & I am afraid 
it will be hardly 6,000 cords wood in all.’ 
 
On 12th May 1760, the Carron Company letter book (copies of correspondence) states about Leny 
(Cross 2019): 
 

Carron Co to Duncan Buchanan, Leny; recipient is to ‘look out for peelers for Leny Wood that they 
may begin at the usual time … Monday next [mid May]. We would have them … to peell by the boll 
as customary and not by day work. You shall have an allowance for what trouble you are at about 
peilling the woods’. The peelers are to follow established wont and usage, in action and working 
time, and Duncan is to be the supervisor, responsible for sourcing locally-based labour – if the 
peelers are indeed local. Payment by the boll [ie by results] is seen as more efficient and encouraging 
productivity. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1, p74]. 
 
A letter of May 21st 1760, from Carron Co to Duncan Buchanan, Leny shows that company remitted 
£4 sterling to DB to pay him for peeling the oak bark in Leny wood. CC assigns DB ‘full power to 
manage the cutting down and peelling the oak and we shall pay you for your trouble the same as Mr 
Graham of Shannochill paid you’; trustworthy staff are obviously being recommended by one 
employer to another.  
 
The writer William Cadell jr, manager of the Carron Works site, will visit Leny in a week; ‘We are 
surprized to find our charcoal burner has been interupted [sic] in preparing pitts to burn the wood, 
as without that the wood is of no value to us and it is an express article in the agreement with Lady 
Leny. We hope it has been a mistake and to hear no more about it’.  
 
As Cross (2019) notes, Lady Leny is managing her own estate and she is the only female 
correspondent in the CC’s first letter book from 1759 - May 1761; secondly, the primary purpose of 
the CC is to procure adequate charcoal supplies, and this ‘interruption’ is not explained. ‘Richard 
Finlayson and John Edwards man will assist in cutting the oaks … all the wood is to be reserved for 
the Company use … see that none of it is stole and it would be right to place an advertisement at 
each entry of the wood offering a reward of 5 shillings to any who will discover any any person guilty 
of carrying off any of the said wood’.  
 
The workers are to start cutting and peeling on 22 May. As Cross (2019) notes the 5 shillings is a 
large reward, and also makes an assumption about the literacy of the workers – it’s hard to assess 
whether many could read, or if Cadell was knowledgeable that there was a functional level of literacy 
even in rural areas with Gaelic speakers, like Callander Parish. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1, p79].  
 
In the summer of 1760, the Carron Company letter books reveal how the company was dealing with 
the products other than charcoal from their contracted woods.  They rent a yard in Glasgow to sell 
timber, some of it for cooperage, and they make arrangements with a wright in the Gorbals, John 
Muirhead, to deal with their tanbark. There is a complaint from a recipient tannery that willow bark 
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was mixed in with the oak bark. Later that year, Muirhead is also offered timber by the company, 
but if he can’t meet the price they want they will turn it all into charcoal [NRS, GD58/6/1/1]. This 
rather suggests they have plentiful charcoal supplies by now. 
 
This situation in further reflected in correspondence in early 1761 regarding their Leny supplies. A 
letter of 5th March 1761 to Colin Buchanan at Leny says that Duncan Buchanan has brought us your 
letter; please use whatever part of the timber Lady Arran requires [a mistake for ‘Lady Arnprior’, ie 
Elizabeth Buchanan]. Send us a receipt for it, and we shall agree a price for what you have used. 
[NRS, GD58/6/1/1]. 
 
Then on 30th April 1761, a letter from the Carron Company to Lady Leny; Carron will defer cutting 
any part of Leny Woods this year, as they don’t need the wood for 1761. They will compensate her 
for the inconvenience, over and above of the contracted price. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1]. 
 
In 1764, the records of the Carron Company show they continue to obtain charcoal from a number 
of woods including Leny. However, ‘From the … woods in 1763 … we are considerable gainers by 
Hamilton woods, that we lose by Leney, Callander [ie Falkirk] & Achons Glen but upon the whole it 
appears a saving’. [NRS, GD58/2/1/1, pp122-3].  
 
The Carron Company directors also determine to secure woods at Glenmoriston, and supply pit coals 
to Fort Augustus and Fort George, possibly through their military contacts from supplying artillery. 
This will make the return freight (by sea) of charcoal ‘as moderate as possible’, [ibid, p124]. 
 
On 23rd Aug 1764 the Carron Co records include some policy decisions, including Resolution 259, 
which states that they cannot profitably make bar iron, as the price of pig iron is too low. They 
require cheaper charcoal, ‘as well as better [quality] than it hath hiterto been … it is prudent to 
employ only one charcoal finery, in making such iron as will be … for our own manufactures 
[products]’. [NRS, GD58/2/1/1, p143].     
 
These records signify a change in the sourcing of the company’s charcoal and there are no further 
identified records regarding Leny and the Carron Company (in Cross 2019).  
 
The next record identified specifically relating to Leny Woods is in 1771, regarding woodland 
enclosure, when – ‘It was found that there were two practicable ways of enclosing the wood of 
Tombea, near Leny … If one was chosen the line of fence would exclude the outlying oaks and birches; 
the other was likely to be more expensive and also entailed the enclosure of twenty acres of pasture, 
making abatement necessary … In such cases, the cheaper option was often taken and the 
boundaries of managed woodland were arranged to include only the main body of wood.’ (Lindsay 
1974 Vol 1, 166). It is around this time that many estates are enclosing woodland, an aspect of the 
improvement era impacts, and so it would seem such changes were initiated under the ownership 
of Elizabeth Buchanan. However, she died in 1776, and the Leny Estate was inherited by her elderly 
unmarried sister, Margaret, and then, before August 1785, inherited from her by Thomas Buchanan, 
10th Laird of Spittal (Cross 2019).  
 
It is in 1785 that the first newspaper advert for ‘The sale of Woods’ by public roup at Leny is 
identified (Cross 2019), for ‘The OAK and other WOODS upon the estate of LENY …’. To be clear, this 
is about selling the standing trees, and not the land on which they grow.  This is some twenty years 
after the last record of the Carron Company’s use of Leny Woods in the mid 1760s. 
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Somewhere between 1787 and 1791, Thomas Buchanan dies, succeeded by his son John Buchanan 
who adopted the additional surname of Hamilton, in recognition of his mother’s family seat of 
Bardowie, becoming known as Major Hamilton of Bardowie. He dies in 1818 and is succeeded by his 
brother Dr Francis Buchanan. 
 
It is during the Major’s time that the minister of Callander, Rev James Robertson, writes some 
accounts of the local area. In 1794, he provides the account for the ‘Old’ or First Statistical Account 
of Scotland (Robertson 1794, 574-627) including the sections below. Longer extracts are given in 
Cross (2019). 

 
[p595] Kilmahog ‘is beautifully situated on a plain below the proprietor’s mansion. At its west end, 
the wood of Leney forms an amphitheatre, which covers the front of the hills; and the tumultuous 
noise of the cataract at the Pass of Leney 

 
[p600] ‘Trees – The oak is the most numerous and most valuable of our trees. Our oak woods bring 
… about £15,000 at every cutting, to the different proprietors, in 24 or 25 years. The oak bark is 
generally sold to the tanners, on the Firth of Forth, at from 1/2d to 1/6d per stone. Our oak woods 
have lately been peeled to the ground, and no visible bad consequence has followed … whereas 
formerly they were only peeled to the ax or place where the tree is cut.’  
 
‘The alder and the ash abound here. We have bird cherry, willows of various kinds, and mountain 
ash. The bark of the last two is used in tanning leather, along with oak bark. The bark of [oak] is a 
powerful astringent … Our most numerous and extensive plantations are of Scotch fir, or pine. 
Although there are whole forests of this species … south … of the Tay few or none are … planted by 
the hand of nature. Larch thrives exceedingly well, and grows much taller than any other timber … 
Spruce firs, silver firs, New England pines, elms, beeches … have been planted here, and thrive … The 
shrubs and underwood … are much the same with surrounding parishes.’ 
 
[p612] ‘Leney [means], in Gaelic Len-uih, ie full of wood. The plains of Leney were formerly covered 
with stately alders, the skirts of the hills with oaks, the front and brow of the hills and glens with 
birches. The alders, and birches have mostly disappeared; the oak woods are preferred. … Tombea – 
‘the birch hill.’ 
 
[p615] ‘Ari-vuri-cheardich ‘the shealling of the Moravian tinker’. Every place of this country … 
abounded in wood, and there are vestige in many parts, of furnaces, where cast iron was either 
made, or smelted, and formed into rude implements …. These Germans very probably imported the 
art of working in cast iron [to Morayshire] and went … through the country, teaching their art … 
Gaelic always applies … ‘tinker’ to one who works in cast iron’ and ‘a smith’ to one who works in iron 
that is malleable’.  
 
[p624 ’A great many more Scotch firs should be planted. Such is the present scarcity of this wood at 
Callander, that a cubical foot of it sells as dear in this place, as that from the Baltic at the shore of 
Stirling. If [Callander village] be increased farther, Scotch firs or larches, of all kings of timber, are 
the most necessary for that purpose’. [Robertson 1794, J 574-627] 
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In 1799, Rev Robertson compiles a ‘General View of the Agriculture in the County of Perth’ 
(Robertson 1799). He states (p236-7): 
 
 ‘There are more oak woods and of greater value, in this country, than in all the rest of Scotland. The 
copse of oak is cut once in 24 or 26 years. A few spare trees of the most promising appearance and 
of the best figure are left at proper distances, from one cutting to another, and sometimes for three 
or four cuttings. The streightest are generally spared … that crooked oak is more eagerly sought after 
by ship builders and brings a higher price, than … streight. Yet as copice wood is the object, streight 
trees injure it least. Scotch oak has been found in general too close in the grain to bend for ship sides, 
and even for the same reason it is found to snap over when used as ribs to a ship; its closeness in the 
grain is the effect of slower growth, owing to frequent checks by early and late frosts.  

 

‘The purchasers of these woods begin to cut about 1 May, or as early as the bark will rise … It is from 
this part that trees and shrubs increase their diameter … The cutting of oak woods … stops betwixt 
the middle and the end of July. That period is too late, because the shoots, which the stock sends 
forth after that time, are too tender to stand the winter’s frost …. Contractors are … bound to have 
the lot [ie the two oak growths in one season], destined to be cut in one year (provincially the hag) 
cleared by Candlemas, or at farthest by the middle of March, in order not to hurt the young growth 
of the following spring. 

 

‘Instead of cutting all oak woods at a particular age, without regard ot the soil, it might be more 
proper to cut woods which grow on dry, barren soils, at 20 years old … before the stunted trees 
gather moss’.  

 

Robertson makes many further, general observations and recommendations for increasing timber 
and bark yield, and trying new rather than sticking with traditional practices (Cross 2019). Leny 
Woods are not specifically mentioned, as most of the information applies to Perthshire in general 
and is not site specific (Cross 2019). Bark is sent to tanners on the coast by boat; crooked timbers 
are used for boatbuilding, and straight ones for coachbuilding, spokes, or for local use and charcoal 
for foundries (Cross 2019; Robertson 1799, 238-9). Robertson observes, ‘the practice of charing 
timber does not prevail so much as formerly, because the managers of these furnaces char the pit 
coal found in their neighbourhood, and use it in place of the others, which saves them the expense 
of a long carriage'. And on p240, ‘Oak woods newly cut are commonly inclosed, either with a stone 
wall or railed in with a part of their own timber and are preserved from cattle, for the space of 5, 6 
or 7 years.’  

 

19th century records 
There are some estate records regarding wood at Leny at the beginning of the 19th century, in the 
time of Major Hamilton of Bardowie (Cross 2019).  In 1800, the factor at Leny records income for 
selling three oak trees and for other small timber. Leny House is being rented out by now, the owner 
having other property. In 1801, the Leny factor’s accounts include payments to the gardener for 
travelling to Buchanan for larches, to two workers in April for working in the woods and to Duncan 
Campbell in July for weeding woods (Cross 2019). 
 
In 1818, Dr Francis Buchanan inherited Leny from his brother John. Francis studied medicine and 
served as a surgeon with the East India Company in Bengal, and was also a great naturalist. He died 
in 1829. His only son, another John Buchanan Hamilton, born in 1822, was in his minority when 
Francis died, and the estate was then managed by Trustees, presumably until he came of age. 
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Leny House was advertised for rent in 1830, with excellent shooting and Dr Francis Buchanan’s 
arboretum being mentioned (Cross 2019). The Leny Factor’s Account Book for 1829-37 gives 
financial transactions involving woods and timber in this period, including building dykes around 
plantations, as well as many other repairs and improvements on the estate more generally (Cross 
2019). [Extracts from NRS, GD161/21/3 Account Book, 1829-37]. 

 
In 1829 a rent deduction was given to Trean and Balmenoch tenants, being a year’s allowance for 
ground taken off their hill for a plantation lined off by Dr Hamilton before his decease. Similarly, a 
reduction was given to Andrew Buchanan of Farmiston for ground taken off him for a planting and 
the park above Leny House. Clearly Dr Francis Buchanan had set a number of improvements in 
motion shortly before his death. 
 
In 1830, the accounts record the price achieved in the sale by public roup of the first hag or cutting 
of the wood of Leny, to Mr Malcolm McMurich, wood merchant, Inveruglas for £340. Presumably 
he is from the Inveruglas on the NW shore of Loch Lomond. Just prior to this roup, in February 1830, 
the accounts also show expenses for a meeting with the Kilmahog tenants to make an arrangement 
with them regarding their rights of pasturage in the wood. On March 6th 1830, paint for marking 
the maidens is itemised, and on the 13th a forester, Donald Ferguson, is paid for valuing the first hag. 
On March 24th the auctioneer is paid for selling the 1st hag by public roup. In May 1830 foundations 
are being dug for roadside dykes in the woods. Various other related items are reported, and all 
together the costs for selling the first hag come in at almost £56 by August 1830. In Sept 1830 a 
stake and rice paling (a wooden fence) is put up between the 1st and 2nd hags on the upper side of 
the road, and another paling is installed on the march dyke between Annie (Anie) and the Wood of 
Leny, the cost split between the two estates. In October 1830, labourers are paid to dig drains in the 
wood to prepare the ground for planting below the road, there is more work on roadside dykes this 
autumn, and in December labourers wages are paid for cleaning the brush wood and planting below 
the road. In May 1831, labourers’ wages are paid for cleaning the oak stocks and burning the 
brushwood, both below and above the road. Jas Dickson & Son are paid for young plants for 
planting, and their carriage from Edinburgh is also recorded. 
 
The accounts for an unsuccessful roup for the 2nd and 3rd Hags of Leny are given in 1831, with no 
sale effected. However, these hags are rouped again in early 1832, this time successfully sold to 
Messrs McLay & Co for £560. Further related expenses for dykes and palings are also recorded that 
year. 
 
In June 1832 labourers are paid for thinning in Leny (Wood) Glen and for barking same (Cross 2019 
report says ‘banking’ but am assuming barking is meant – CMM). In September, the costs of having 
the bark driven to Stirling is recorded. Also, in September 1832, plants are bought to beat up (fill 
gaps in) the young plantations at Leny. 
 
In 1833, between March and May, labourers’ wages are paid for cleaning of brushwood from oak 
stocks in the 2nd and 3rd hags of Leny Wood. An unusual aspect of these 1830s roup sales is that the 
estate is paying for some of the attendant work related to managing the oak coppice woods, in stark 
contrast to the seven year contract with the Grahams in the 1730s where the purchasers had to 
undertake all these related works as a condition of the tack. However, this may be because of the 
amount of new young oak saplings planted in the hags since 1830, as noted above, a longer-term 
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investment by the estate, or it may be that the McLay contract was for a rapid harvesting regime 
over a couple of years, with the estate doing the tidying-up work afterwards. 
 
In April 1836, we see the estate paying for the work of cleaning and thinning young oak in the first 
hag of the Wood of Leny. In April 1838, similar payments occur for thinning and cleaning young oak, 
etc, in the last hag or cutting of the wood.  It would appear new plantings of oak have been 
established across the Leny oakwoods, probably enriching rather than replacing the existing stands, 
given that maiden trees were marked for protection in the coppicing sales and that the cut stools 
(stocks) were being cleaned up afterwards. 
 
It is at this time, in 1837, that the Account for Callander Parish is published in the New Statistical 
Account, by Rev Peter Robertson (1837, 349-60), son of the previous incumbent who had written 
for the First Statistical Account. He includes the following regarding the woods of the parish (p 353): 
‘The oak, the ash, alder, Scotch fir, birch, plane, holly, hazel, and the willow grow spontaneously. The 
oak is valuable, and is cut commonly every 16 or 20 years, and the bark sold to the tanners. The 
proprietors pay great attention to their oak woods, and some of them are beautifying the 
appearance of the country by rich and extensive plantations of Scotch fir, larch, spruce, plane, elm, 
beech, lime, chestnuts, poplar and other trees. There are some trees which have grown to a good 
size, mostly of hard wood and some Scotch fir.’ 
 
In 1844, the Stirling Observer carries an advert for farms and mills to be let at Leny Estate. By this 
time, John Buchanan Hamilton would have come of age, and this marks some new developments at 
Leny. In 1845 John marries and the foundation stone of a new mansion house is laid by the factor at 
Leny. In 1848, a farm tenant is given a rent reduction for the 3½ Scots acres taken for planting above 
the Whin Park at Leny. In 1848 the Stirling Observer carries an advert for the sale of about sixty old 
ash trees at Leny, with applications to be made to the forester, Peter Gorrif. 
 
On 6th February 1851, The Perthshire Advertiser carries a notice of sale of coppice and other wood 
at Leny, in two lots: Lot 1,The wester hag or cutting of oak wood in the Pass of Leny; Lot 2, The 
thinnings of the oak and other woods in the Glen of Leny including some growing oak, ash, larch etc, 
of good sizes. 

 
On 20th February 1851, a wood auction is held at the Dreadnought Inn, Callander, a roup of 
‘thinnings of oak and other wood in Glen of Leny’. Cross (2019) summarises the conditions of the 
sale as follows: Thinnings consist of all the oak trees in the Glen of Leny marked with a red ring in 
paint, the larch trees marked by a chip taken from the side of the tree, numbering 263, the spruce 
and Scotch fir trees marked the same way numbering 51; beeches numbering 3; together with larch, 
spruce, Scotch fir and beech already cut and lying in the bottom of the glen, east of the burn. This 
excludes cut ash, and firewood presently lying in the said glen, and collected in heaps, and excludes 
all unmarked trees. 
 
The purchaser can cut and remove the wood from 1 March 1851; cutting must be finished and 
purchased wood cleared out and removed from glen by 1 August. Marked trees, east of the burn, 
must be grubbed out by the purchaser at his expense. Wood left after 1 Aug belongs to the seller. 
 
All oak stools under [left blank] in girth must be sawn, not cut with an axe; those axed are to be cut 
upwards with a clean cut (so as not to raggle the bark), and not in a slanting direction downwards. 
No oak is to be hosed or peeled below the level of the cut. Stools must be rounded at the top so as 
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not to hold water, and must be cleared of all brushwood and rubbish, so growth is unobstructed. 
Buyer will pay 10/- per stool not cut dight [‘dressed, tidied, prepared’] and cleared. For every stool 
improperly peeled, it will be rectified at purchaser’s expense.  
 
Felling must not damage the growing wood, and while removing it, only the grass walks or cart tracks 
shall be used; they must not trespass on gravel paths. If the buyer must use the gravel walks, no 
wood is to be dragged along them, and the seller will lend him a janker [log-carrying trailer], to 
convey wood along said walks. If the gravel walks, gates, fences or unsold trees are damaged, the 
buyer will pay. No horse is to graze or trespass upon the glen. Witnessed by Edward McAllum, 
forester.  

 
In 1854, six tenants agree to John Buchanan Hamilton planting on Kilmahog Muir, with no rent 
reduction to be received. In the same year the new mansion house of Leny, built 1846, is advertised 
for let with shooting, fishing, the nearest railway station at Dunblane and the celebrated scenery all 
mentioned. 
 
In 1857, the Glasgow Herald carries a notice of feus for sale on Leny estate, suitable for building 
villas and accessible from the new railway to Callander under construction. A similar notice appears 
in the Stirling Observer in 1859. 
 
In 1859 the Stirling Observer carries a notice for the sale of 40 peeled oak trees at Leny along with 
an ash crop and peeled oak pitwood. Clearly the bark has already been peeled and sold. In the same 
notice, the grass parks at Leny are being let for the season for sheep grazing. 
 
In 1860, the Stirling Observer carries a sale notice for upwards of 200 larch trees, for sleeper wood 
and of fine quality. Also for sale, about 7 acres of larch wood 30 years old, less than 2 miles from 
Callander Railway station. Clearly the railway and the expansion of Callander are creating new 
markets for timber (Cross 2019).  
 
In March 1862, the Stirling Observer carries an auction notice for cut wood at Leny: The wood 
consists of heavy oak and ash; slot and spoke wood in lengths; larch and Scotch fir sleepers and prop 
wood; spruce, gean, birch and other round wood and a quantity of fire wood. Most of the prop wood 
is well adapted for rails and other country purposes, being whole trees. The whole of the wood is of 
good quality and is worthy of the attention of wood merchants, wrights, etc. It is cut and dragged 
to situations convenient for loading, and is chiefly within one mile of the railway station.  
 
The factor’s accounts for 1863 show some Leny farm rents being reduced for further land taken in 
for plantations. In details about the mills, there is mention of a sawmill at Kilmahog, but it was un-
let in November 1863. 
 
In 1867, the Stirling Observer carries articles about the progress of the new Callander to Oban 
railway with the line and bridges being built through the Pass of Leny, taking the line towards 
Lochearnhead. 
 
In January 1870, the Glasgow Herald carries a sale notice for wood at Leny: for ‘Growing Wood’ of 
about 450 larch trees in a clump, fit for sleepers, telegraph poles, fencing wood, etc, and about 50 
Scotch fir and spruce fir trees of full size; for ‘Cut Wood’, a quantity of spruce, Scotch fir and larch 
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prop wood, a few well-grown ash trees, etc.  Apart from the ash, these are all clearly plantation 
crops. 
 
In January 1874, the Glasgow Herald carries a notice of a public roup for the oak coppice in the Pass 
of Leny, the property of J B Hamilton, Esq. ‘The coppice is grown in an enclosure of 170 acres, or 
thereby, within two miles of the Callander Railway Station, and is well known for its fine quality of 
bark’. 
 
20th century records 
No further wood sale notices are listed by Cross (2019).  John Buchanan Hamilton, who had inherited 
Leny estate as a child in 1829, died in 1903 and was succeeded by his son, John Hamilton Buchanan 
CA, an accountant in Edinburgh. In 1918, the Royal Scottish Academy Exhibition included ‘War-Time 
Timber’ by G Ogilvy Reid, RSA, depicting a busy scene in tree felling in Leny Wood Aberdeen Press & 
Journal 26 April 1918) and the Stirling Observer (2nd August 1918) carried an article about the impact 
of war-time domestic timber demand on the woods from Callander Bridge along the Teith to the 
Pass of Leny.  Clearly, felling was going on at Leny during WWI, and more generally it was the 
difficulty of meeting the national timber requirements then that led to the formation of the Forestry 
Commission soon after. 
 
In 1919, John Hamilton Buchanan died, and with no surviving sons, his estate passed to his cousin 
Captain Edward Mackenzie Murray-Buchanan, who had served in the Black Watch in WWI. He died 
in 1956, and the succession has not been pursued thereafter. However, it was in his time, in 1954, 
that part of Leny Woods were sold to the Forestry Commission, that part which has been the subject 
of the HWA and archaeological work at Leny in 2019. 

 

Discussion 

Several strands of evidence for the history of Leny Woods have been described above, including 
field evidence, tree-ring analysis, historic maps and written records. In this section the strands are 
considered together to give an interpretation of the evidence. 
 
The written record indicates the Leny Estate has been in the ownership of the Buchanan family from 
the 14th century. The character of the woods in the medieval period is unknown but they are likely 
to have evolved from natural broad-leaved woods, no doubt influenced by grazing and other uses 
over a very long period. Historic map evidence shows them still as unenclosed woods at the time of 
Roy’s military survey in the mid-18th century. However, we know from the written record that they 
are predominantly oak woods which are already being managed as coppice from at least 1734 when 
a seven year tack is taken up by the Grahams, timber merchants from Blaircessnock at Port of 
Menteith. Therefore, despite the woods’ unenclosed appearance on Roy, they will have been fenced 
in haggs (sub-divisions) at least between 1734 and 1740 when that tack was operating. They 
presumably used the pre-military road system to transport products, with a reasonable road existing 
through Callander as far as Kilmahog then, and a rougher one beyond. The very precise 
arrangements of the Grahams’ tack give the strong impression that it was following an existing 
customary practice, and earlier coppicing episodes are likely. While oak was the most commercially 
valuable tree at Leny, exploited for bark and timber in that contract, other tree species are present 
in the wood, with the ‘barren timber’ (less valuable non-oak species) also covered in the tack. Based 
on later records and what we see today, the other species present naturally in Leny Woods probably 
included ash, alder, birch and rowan, possibly some hazel, willow, holly and gean too. However, 
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amongst these, ash would usually be seen as a more valuable timber type and probably not classified 
as ‘barren’. 
 
The first identified written record of charcoal making at Leny is in 1759 when the Carron Company, 
newly set up as ironmasters in Falkirk, arrange to cut and charcoal the woods from 1760 to at least 
1763. Leny is just one of a number of woods they take out contracts on. While they use the charcoal 
for firing their furnace, they sell on the timber and tanbark in Glasgow. However, they decline to 
work the Leny woods in 1761, despite having paid for them, and by 1764 they have determined that 
it would be more economic to obtain their charcoal from a single source, such as Glenmoriston, and 
that working Leny and some of the other smaller woods loses them money. 
 
At the expected interval of about 20 to 25 years, the next recorded sale at Leny Woods is in 1785, 
for the ‘oak and other woods’. Apart from that, there is no other detail related.  However, from the 
writings of the Rev James Robertson in the 1790s (Robertson 1794; 1799), the coppicing of the oak 
woods around Callander is a long-established and continuing profitable practice, with the value of 
the tanbark particularly highlighted. The bark is being taken to tanners on the Firth of Forth, crooked 
timber is sought-after for boat-building, the straight timber for coach building, spokes and various 
local uses, and the charcoal for the furnaces. He notes that the woods used to have more mixed 
species but that oak now prevails as the most favoured (economically speaking), and also that there 
are established plantations of various species including Scots pine, larch, spruce, silver fir and beech. 
In 1799, Robertson also states that the making of charcoal is declining locally because the iron 
furnaces are producing it in woods closer to their works to spare themselves the cost of long 
carriage. This is perhaps significant, because after this date no further references to making charcoal 
at Leny have been identified. 
 
The coppicing of oak continues at Leny in the 19th century, with tanbark and timber being the 
products mentioned in the records located for this project, and no mention of charcoal production. 
The next identified sale of the Leny oak woods is in 1830 (1st hagg, to Mr Malcolm McMurich, wood 
merchant, Inveruglas) and in 1832 (2nd and 3rd haggs, to Messrs McLay & Co), some 45 years since 
the 1785 contract, and it seems likely that an intervening coppicing episode is missing from the 
records, given the expected 20 to 25 year rotation. The estate undertakes cleaning up operations in 
the oak woods for several years thereafter, possibly indicating that these contracts of 1830 and 1832 
were for swift felling episodes with limited conditions attached. Perhaps the estate input was also 
to protect their investment in enriching the woods with newly planted oak saplings. It is significant 
that just prior to these oak wood sales, in 1830, the factor’s accounts show expenses for a meeting 
with the Kilmahog tenants to make an arrangement with them regarding their rights of pasturage 
in the wood. This is evidence of quite a late survival of what seem like pre-improvement era wood 
pasture grazing rights (Smout et al 2005), but this probably marks their end, or at least their 
interruption. There is also much estate investment in creation and maintenance of plantations at 
Leny in the early decades of the 19th century.  The New Statistical Account entry for Callander Parish 
(Robertson 1837) notes the value of the oak coppices for bark sold to tanners, and the coppice 
management being on a 16 to 20 year cycle, somewhat shorter than before. It also notes the 
establishment of more plantations, and the good timber sizes being reached by some pine 
plantations and hardwoods. Charcoaling is not mentioned. 
 
In the 1840s John Buchanan Hamilton comes of age, and it would appear he takes over running the 
Leny estate from the Trustees who have acted for him since 1829 or so. Significant changes include 
Leny farms and mills being advertised for let in 1844 and a new mansion house being built from 
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1845. The creation of new plantations continues, and in 1848 sixty old ash trees are put up for sale. 
The various sales of ash from Leny documented in the 19th century probably contributed to it being 
less common there now. 
 
In 1851, some twenty years since the last oak coppice sale, the wester hag in the Pass of Leny is sold 
for cutting, and thinnings of oak and other species in the Glen of Leny are also sold. An unusual 
aspect of this sale is that all the trees to be felled have been marked in advance by the estate, and 
there is also a requirement to grub out the trees east of the burn, in other words to permanently 
remove the woodland cover there. There are also very particular instructions regarding how the oak 
stools are to be cut, clearly still being managed for another future coppice crop. This is well after the 
peak prices for domestic oak coppice products have passed, that occurred in the time of the 
Napoleonic Wars from about 1799 up to about 1830 (Stewart 2003). Mentions of not peeling below 
the cut and of methods of removing the timber in 1851 indicate that bark and timber are the main 
products and there is no mention of charcoaling. 
 
The construction of the new railway to Callander in 1857 brings new opportunities, and the estate 
starts to sell land for building of villas, and once the railway is completed, is also selling ready felled 
timber to pick up at locations close to the station in the late 1850s and early 1860s as well as 
sleepers, prop-wood, roundwood and firewood. There is also a mention of a sawmill at Kilmahog in 
1863 though unlet at that time, and of further land being taken in for plantations, a process which 
continues given the differences noted above between the maps from the first and second OS surveys 
in 1862 and 1899 respectively. The mature stand of pine represented by dendrochronology sample 
LNY02 was probably planted in the 1880s, which ties in well with this historic map evidence. 
 
In 1870, there is a large sale of growing wood and cut wood, all of it from plantations of pine, larch 
and spruce apart from a few ash trees. In 1874, there is a public roup of the oak coppice at the Pass 
of Leny, covering 170 acres and ‘well-known for its fine quality of bark’. So, there must still be a 
market for tanbark, even though by now cheaper alternatives are available. This is the last such 
traditional oak coppice sale identified in the written record in our project (Cross 2019). 
 
At this point it is most relevant to bring in the oak dendrochronology results, because they relate to 
the last management phases of the oak wood. Taken together, the dendrochronological and tree 
form evidence indicates the last coppicing in the sampled oak stand was in the early 1890s, possibly 
accompanied by some enrichment planting or regeneration, and with follow-up management work 
in the early 1900s. It was probably then that many of the coppice stools were singled. Thus, the tree-
ring evidence indicates another oak coppicing episode in the early 1890s, some 20 years after the 
documented 1870 sale. The eminent German professor of forestry, Adam Schwappach, examined 
the oak coppices of the country between Callander and Balmaha during an 1896 forestry excursion.  
His route between these points is not certain, but he certainly saw the Buchanan coppices and 
almost certainly the woods of Menteith.  He found the standard of management generally low. The 
rotation interval had been reduced widely, and often the shoots were too severely thinned; old 
exhausted stools were retained and short bushy standards suppressed the coppice (Schwappach 
1898, 15).  This probably reflects the decline in coppice product value since the Napoleonic Wars 
era boom, and by the 1890s we are looking at the final years of working the extensive oak coppices 
in this region. 
 
The subsequent conversion at Leny from coppice to predominantly singled stem oak signals a shift 
in management objectives in the early 20th century, away from coppice products and towards 
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production of timber. At South Loch Katrine-side, at Glasahoile oak wood, the last coppice cut was 
in the early 1870s but this small remote outlier of the huge Menteith coppice system was let go 
earlier than much of the rest which continued in coppice management to the very late 19th century 
(Mills 2011; Schwappach 1898).  At Glasahoile, some peripheral parts of the oak coppice were let go 
even earlier, around the 1830s, and were subsequently graze damaged, forming squat tree forms 
with fused multi-stems (Mills et al 2009). It is notable that there is no evidence of this happening at 
Leny; the system of enclosing the coppice haggs to keep stock out for several years after each cutting  
appears to have worked well right through the 18th and 19th centuries.  
 
There is evidence to indicate the Leny Woods were utilised in WWI, but the specifics are not known. 
The main stand of oak wood escaped being felled then, as indicated by the tree-ring evidence. 
Similarly, at least some of the surviving plantations pre-date WWI, and were not felled then, as 
shown by the 1880s origin for the mature pine stand from which sample LNY02 was taken. Any WWI 
fellings must have been quite targeted. The next major change in the woods was the transfer of 
ownership to the Forestry Commission in 1954. Some of the younger plantation stands originate 
around this date, for example the young pine stand from which sample LNY01 was taken. 
 
Consideration of the various strands of evidence above leads to the conclusion that the large, well-
constructed charcoal platforms in Leny Woods are very probably from the mid to late 18th century. 
After 1800 there are no identified mentions of charcoal production, and although the Scottish iron 
furnaces continued well into the 19th century, it seems they switched to using more local and larger 
woods for their supplies. Any archaeological evidence for later charcoaling would be expected to be 
from smaller scale operations and informal arrangements, as might be made with itinerant charcoal 
makers. Any such arrangements have apparently escaped the written record.  Tanbark was a more 
constant product of these woods, mentioned from the first to the last coppicing contracts identified, 
and running through the 18th and 19th century records. Bark peeling, storage places and transport 
systems may well have left their mark in the archaeology, and some of the platforms may have been 
used or re-used for this purpose. 
 
The history of the use of the Leny Woods is likely to go back much further than the 18th century, and 
there is potential for some of the other archaeological remains to be earlier than the charcoal 
platforms, for example the sheilings and routeways in particular. Grazing in the woods, especially 
for winter shelter for cattle, was probably a much older use, a common aspect of tenants’ traditional 
rights in this area and more widely across the Highlands.  The oak coppicing rotation system, with 
its fenced haggs to protect young regrowth, no doubt evolved alongside longstanding woodland 
grazing and is likely to pre-date the first coppicing tack we have found, in 1734.  
 
On a management point, the regeneration of young trees on some of the archaeological sites is a 
threat to their condition and survival, and merits consideration for action. More generally, the 
regeneration across the site involves many non-natives for which there are plentiful seed sources in 
the planted areas; this will in time change the character of the wood away from its Ancient Semi-
Natural Woodland origins which may or not be an issue, depending on the management objectives.  

 
Should further investigations become possible at Leny in the future, then its earlier history would 
be one aspect worthy of additional research. Archaeological investigations of remains other than 
charcoal hearths could also contribute a wider understanding of the history of use of this landscape. 
The tree-recording and tree-ring work undertaken so far is limited to a few trees, and wider 
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investigation would allow a more comprehensive understanding of the woodland heritage. Further 
opportunities also exist for public participation and events here on the woodland heritage theme. 
 
The site’s location at the scenic Pass of Leny and the proximity to Callander offer potential to present 
the story of the Trossachs working oakwoods to visitors and possible useful developments could be 
a better path network and some interpretation boards on site. The degree of local interest in Leny 
Woods was demonstrated in the high levels of participation with the project’s community 
archaeology and heritage programme and this should clearly be fostered too. 
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               Appendix 1  Peter Quelch report from July 2000 

Diary of Peter Quelch, Native Woodland Adviser, 20.7.00 
Leny Woods Archaeological Survey. Strathyre Forest, Aberfoyle FD. Present: Pat 
Wilson, Callander, Lorna Main, Stirling Council archaeologist, Ann 
Macdonald, Renfrew, Mike Steward, FE, Stuart Chalmers FE, and PQ. 

 
Aim of Visit: 

To look at the work of Mrs Wilson and others in carrying out an archaeological survey in the 

FE part of Leny Woods, and to comment on the significance of the survey's findings so far, 

especially in relation to intended harvesting and reading plans for that wood. 

 
Archaeological Features: 

We visited a number of features mainly of the recessed platform sort, which varied 
considerably in size, construction, depth of front revetment wall, and levelness. Some 

looked like typical charcoal burners stances of presumably 18tthC origin, while others were 
much larger and with features which made them seem much more like 

platforms for earlier buildings.  Some of them had been re-used by charcoal burners 

however. Also there were ruins of shielings and blackhouses, and other stone 

circular structures and foundations, some of which could be ruins of charcoal burners own 

dwellings? Overall 75 remains within the wood have so far been mapped, and recorded on 
the FD GIS. 

 
Woodland Structure: 

I found that the structure of the remaining ASNW remnants varied greatly within this 
relatively small wood of 30ha or so. Lower down there were stands of typical ex industrial 

oak coppice, last cut in mid or late 191hC, and occasionally stands of such origin which had 

been singled early in the 20
1
hC. Scattered through the latter were groups of pine, larch and 

Norway Spruce about 100 years old. Also the odd tree of parkland origin eg an old 
Whitebeam on the ride just above the carpark. 

 
Elsewhere there were flushed sites with remains of base rich woodland including ash, 

alder, and bird cherry. Such sheltered sites have some very tall ash and oak. Higher up 

the more open woods had the structure of wood pasture, with massive alder stub trees, 

oak and birch ex-pollards, single stemmed hazel, big holly stools, etc. (A good example 

of such wood pasture surrounds one of the most authentic looking hut platforms at site 

40(?)) 

 
There are many remnant patches of oak which must once have been surrounded by open 

pasture before planting up by the FC, with a mixture of pollards on the edge and 

multistems within. Occasionally such oak stools were massive, or pre-industrial character, 

and occasionally as massive oak stubs, cut at a metre or so from the ground. Not all of 

these have survived being cut and planted round in the 50s, but some have. 
 
The trees of wood pasture origin which are not currently too shaded by conifers would 

merit a lichenology study- I found a Graphis species on one of the old holly stools, and 

Parmelia taylorensis on an old oak on Meall an Saighdear (considered a noteworthy find 

at Glenfinglas). Lichens can be good indicators of ecological continuity. 

 
It is noticeable that pollarded oaks are often adjacent to the archaeological features, and to 

the internal historic pony tracks that join up many of the sites, emphasising the obviously 

cultural origins of the pollards. Examples were the pollard birch at the 
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crossing of the bishop's medieval field dyke, and the later park wall at Achadh an Easbuig.  Also 
the oak pollards close to sites 62 and 64, some of which were beside an old track, (also beside a 
green flat knoll which does not seem to be numbered, but may have a hut outline on it? I 
would find this green knoll again by walking uphill along the small bum that descends at the 
very n/w edge of the FE property. It goes steeply uphill past a big old holly on its banks, until 
you reach this flat-ish knoll top which is grassy/bracken and has oak pollards at the edge of it. I 
think it is n/e of site 64 but might be wrong in hindsight!) 
 
Obviously I would be very interested in seeing both the woodland structure and the feature 
veteran trees mapped alongside the archaeology, but realise that I would need to provide the 
survey methodology/guide to tree-features. It could be done as a separate GIS layer, which 
might help show correlation with archaeology? Tree ring studies would be very useful here in 
confirming tree ages and thus correlating stand and tree types with the woodland's 
documentary history and its archaeology. 
 
Another aspect of archaeology was discussed, namely the opportunity for palaebotanical 
studies. The small peaty hollow (near site 47?) would seem excellent as a basis for a small 
hollow core, which would illuminate the very local woodland botanical history over the last 
several millennia. (Action- PQ to inform R Tipping/F Watson of this opportunity). 

 
Potential of Leny Wood for Development of Recreation and Interpretation 

 
The unusual richness of archaeology on this small area makes it a very interesting wood to 
interpret. On top of that the wood has a lot of other features going for it: 
 
• Existing good carpark and access off main through road 
• Currently poor quality walks, but which include some spectacular viewpoints which will 
only improve after the conifers are felled. These include views back to Stirling castle and 
Wallace monument, as well as views of Leny Falls from above and the whole wooded gorge 
towards Loch Lubnaig. 
• National Park gateway position 
• Excellent range of seminatural woodland stand types as a basis for restoration of most or 
even the whole wood as a native wood. 
• The wood includes stands of planted pine and self sown birch on higher ground, which I 
feel are an asset, and should be thinned and retained when not actually competing with stands 
of oak, rather than cleared along with the spruce and larch. 
• The wood is free of designations and open to imaginative interpretation and perhaps also 
examples of historic landscape restoration. 
 

 

Comments on Plans for Felling and Roading 
 

Since I understand there are already plans to convert the whole wood to native species 
woodland once the planted conifers are removed, (and I agree entirely with this decision), 
there has to be a serious question put on the extent and nature of the road-building needed to 
achieve that. Reading must then be seen in the context of a one-off or temporary need, purely 
to extract as much of the current crop as is feasible without damaging the site. 
 
Much of the visit was taken up with discussion of possible compromises over siting of the road 
and whether to lose this platform or that one. But we were ignoring the fact that wherever the 
road is placed, it is going to do a lot of serious and permanent damage to the historical site as a 
whole, including the natural features of craggy slopes and asnw remnants as well as the 
unusually rich collection of woodland archaeology. 
 
So my main advice or plea is that the whole reading/harvesting plan be looked at again with a 

view to minimising lorry access to perhaps one or two bays or spurs (temporarily blocking off 

the recreation facilities). Forwarder tracks, utilising brash mats over soft ground, should be 

installed with minimum disturbance to natural and cultural features. In particular the planned 
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roadline west of the carpark across that whole face would be the most damaging and should 

be abandoned. Neither will any roads created be good recreational assets as the nature of the 

wood demands a much more intimate small scale network of footpaths, especially through the 

seminatural woodland remnants. 

 
Alternative roadlines should be investigated via the east and north of the site. Timber 

inaccessible by forwarder or winch from such a reduced network may have to be felled to waste. 

Access from adjacent private land should be investigated, especially as the stands immediately 

to the northwest are obviously part of this same historic woodland and would benefit from similar 

treatment. Hopefully the derelict deerfence between the two properties can be removed and not 

rebuilt. 

 
The reward for lower harvesting efficiency and reduced reading will be the preservation of a 

unique historic woodland which is ideally situated for high quality interpretation and recreation 

facilities. The site is more suited to this than many others I can think of, and ranks alongside 

Glen Nant, Taynuilt, or parts of the Sunart oakwoods, or the Wood of Cree, rather than lesser 

quality sites in terms of woodland structure and archaeology such as Dalavich or Strone 

oakwoods, or indeed any site on east Loch Lomond. 
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Appendix 2  Historic map extracts for Leny Woods 

 

 
Illus 10  Leny extract of Roy Military Survey 1746-1755 (Source: NLS) 
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Illus 11  Extract of Stobie 1783, The Counties of Perth and Clackmannan (Source: NLS) 
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Illus 12  Thomson survey 1827, published 1832   - Atlas of Scotland (Source: NLS) 
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Illus 13  Joshua Bailey, surveyor, 1843 – Map of the Estate of Leny (extract of southern part) - NRS RHP1442/1 /2 
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Illus 14 – OS 6 inch First Edition: surveyed 1862, published 1866 (Source: NLS) 
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Illus 15  OS 6 inch Second Edition: revised 1899, published 1901 (Source: NLS) 
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Illus 16  OS 6 inch Second Edition (Detail): revised 1899, published 1901 (Source: NLS) 
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